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Mastering Leadership

For business professionals committed to meaningful and measurable career growth

Mastering Leadership in a
Nutshell:
1. Integrated approach and proven
methodology will amplify career
achievement

2. Focus on identifying limiting mindsets and rewiring them with newfound confidence

3. Intentional group structure, accountability and support makes learning
stick
“As a professional with decades of training
experiences, Mastering Leadership is the first
leadership development program that is really
all about me. Focusing on proven tools and
principles that are made relevant for me, I am
better equipped with each session to take my
super-powers to the world. [This was] one of the
most pivotal investments of my professional
career.”

Transform Your Career
Accelerate success by investing in your development. Mastering Leadership is a transformational
in-person program for leaders serious in their commitment to achieving a professional
breakthrough.
This experiential program takes you to the next level by incorporating powerful content, small
group format, 1:1 coaching, community and accountability. Learning is impactful utilizing a
proven methodology and process. The Mastering Leadership program will enable you to:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Patti Magers
Founder, The Magers
Group

The Fundamentals of
Mastering Leadership:

Expand your impact, and find courage to take bold risks
Overcome self-doubt and shatter barriers to growth
Inspire team commitment, navigate smoothly through politics
Lead with authenticity in all aspects of your life
Communicate effectively and confidently at an executive level

Monthly 1/2 Day Program

Weekend Program

Starting Thursday, October 6TH through
Thursday, May 4th

Starting Saturday, February 4TH

Location: Bellevue/Redmond Marriott
Courtyard, 14615 NE 29th Pl, Bellevue

Location: Bellevue/Redmond Marriott
Courtyard, 14615 NE 29th Pl, Bellevue

Total Cost: $2,792 USD
or opt to pay in monthly installments

Total Cost: $2,792 USD
or opt to pay in monthly installments
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Included in the Program:

AWARENESS
The singular secret to
leadership success.

CHOICE
The most positive and
transformational
action.

ACCOUNTABILITY
The structure to
ensure sustained
commitment

Challenge yourself to move beyond current circumstances

•
•
•
•
•
•

Group sessions with three skilled coaches and a group of 12 – 16 highly motivated peers

•

 ur guarantee and promise: If you are not 100% satisfied with your experience, we will
O
refund your investment. No questions, no problem.

Monthly 1:1 coaching to accelerate your results and hold you accountable
Myers-Briggs personality profile – including full report and booklets
Session-by-session sequence of learning, tools, exercises and actions
Personal welcome kit with all program materials
 n astonishing online and in-person community for sharing resources, ideas, questions,
A
celebration and wins

See the full Mastering Leadership program page for details >>
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Proven Results
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The Mastering Leadership Program has been successfully implemented as a corporate in-house
offering and as an independent program. Success is benchmarked and measured via three
methods – program participant surveys, manage-ment feedback, and individual session summary
forms. Program results continue to validate the investment:

0%
Overall
Manager
Effectiveness

Increased
Confidence

Impact and
Influence

• Confidence: 100% of participants feel they now handle conflict confidently up from 70% at
start of the program.

Baseline

Final

• Cross-Boundary Collaboration: A 22% increase in participants who strongly agree
that they have a good working relationship with peers outside their immediate organization.

• Impact & Influence: “Ability to influence other groups” increased from baseline 60% to
“Coaching has an impact on an organization’s financial performance; according to
an ICF and HCI study, 60% of respondents
from organizations with strong coaching
cultures report their revenue to be above
average, compared to their peer group.
When it comes to building your per-sonal
brand, a coach can be a powerful resource
who can help you get out of your own way,
stand out, and take action to achieve the
things that are truly important to you.
Simply put, a coach will help you stoke your
success. How much is that worth to you?”

93% at program completion.
The professionals participating in Mastering Leadership come from a diversity of organizations
and background. Their goals range from moving up, finding passion and meaning, or building
courage to take the next career step. Participant feedback has been overwhelmingly positive:

“Mastering Leadership had a powerful effect on my improvement as a leader and my life in
general by helping me see and break through self-set limitations. I found the combination of
group classroom sessions and personal coaching highly effective. The instructors and coaches
are very knowledgeable and skilled. I highly recommend this course to anyone who feels stuck or
plateaued in their career or life.”

Chris Ponath
Software Development Engineer Lead
Microsoft Corporation

Why You Need To Hire A Coach
William Arruda
Forbes.com

Not sure if Mastering Leadership is for you? Let’s chat.
Reach out to us, we’re here to help. M-Power Coaching co-founder Jennifer Molloy will be happy to setup a brief call where
you can ask questions, receive input on your career goals and determine if this program is the right fit for you.
Email jennifer@m-powercoaching.com or call us: 425-985-7074

About M-Power Coaching
M-Power Coaching is a boutique coaching firm specializing in leadership development, management development and
team building.

M-Power Coaching
Co-Founders (L-R):
Jennifer Molloy, Cyndee
Kraiger and Julie Schaller

Co-founders Jennifer Molloy, Cyndee Kraiger and Julie Schaller bring decades of Fortune 100 corporate business
experience to their coaching practice.
They hold certifications in transformational and leadership coaching, Myers-Briggs personality typing, and NeuroLinguistic Programming. Their combined experience, coupled with a passion for empowering people enables them to
be highly effective with business professionals and teams.
M-Power Coaching is an approved WBENC women-owned business.

